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Abstract
The red–green (RG) detection mechanism was revealed by measuring threshold detection contours in the L and M cone
contrast plane for sine-wave test gratings of 0.8–6 c deg1 on bright adapting fields of yellow or red. The slope of the RG
detection contours was unity, indicating that the L and M contrast signals contribute equally (with opposite signs) on both the
yellow and the red fields; this reflects first-site, cone-selective adaptation. Second-site adaptation, which may reflect saturation at
a color-opponent site, was evidenced by the RG detection contours being further out from the origin of the cone contrast plane
on the red field than on the yellow field. Second-site adaptation was strong (3-fold) for low spatial frequency test gratings but
greatly diminished by 6 c deg1. The disappearance of second-site adaptation with increasing spatial frequency can be explained
by spatial frequency channels. The most sensitive detectors may comprise a low spatial frequency channel which is susceptible to
masking by the chromatic, spatial DC component of the red field. The 6 c deg1 patterns may be detected by a less sensitive,
higher frequency channel which is less affected by the uniform red field. The RG spatial frequency channels likely arise in the
cortex, implicating a partially central site for the second-site effect. © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The red–green (RG) detection mechanism can be
revealed by measuring threshold detection contours in
the L and M cone contrast plane (L %,M %). RG can
readily be isolated with coarse spatial test stimuli since
RG sensitivity is much higher (Stromeyer, Cole &
Kronauer, 1985) than luminance (LUM) sensitivity
(Fig. 1). Considerable independence of the RG and
LUM mechanisms has been shown in studies on
threshold summation (Mullen, Cropper & Losada,
1997), contrast adaptation (Krauskopf, Williams &
Heeley, 1982; Bradley, Switkes & De Valois, 1988) and
noise masking (Sankeralli & Mullen, 1997; Giulianini &
Eskew, 1998).
The RG detection mechanism is closely related to the
RG hue mechanism. The RG detection contours cor-
rectly predict that the locus for suprathreshold flashes
in red–green hue cancellation (Thornton & Pugh, 1983)
lies midway between the symmetric red and green con-
tours in Fig. 1 (Chaparro, Stromeyer, Chen & Kro-
nauer, 1995). Flashes arrayed parallel to the red
contour are indiscriminable from each other when set
to a constant multiple above threshold (but not so
intense as to stimulate LUM), and similarly for flashes
arrayed parallel to the green contour (Calkins, Thorn-
ton & Pugh, 1992). This indicates these flashes may be
signaled by a single, bipolar red–green mechanism.
The RG detection contours have a slope of unity in
the L %,M % plane, demonstrating that the L % and M %
contrast signals contribute equally, with opposite sign
to the RG mechanism (Stromeyer et al., 1985; Cole,
Hine & McIlhagga, 1993). This slope of unity has been
obtained on adapting fields of widely different colors,
indicating that the L and M cones independently adapt,
obeying Weber’s Law (Stromeyer et al., 1985; Chaparro
et al., 1995).
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We can take into account this first-site cone-selective
adaptation by plotting the detection contours in the
cone-contrast coordinates (Chaparro et al., 1995). If the
cone-selective adaptation is complete (fully obeys We-
ber’s Law) and it alone controls the adapted sensitivity,
then the RG detection contours obtained on different
colored adapting fields should be identical (i.e. coincide
in the L %,M % plane) except for the effects due to mea-
surement error. However, this is clearly not the case
since changing the adapting field from yellow to red
causes the RG detection contours to shift outward
(Stromeyer et al., 1985) by as much as 4-fold (Chaparro
et al., 1995) while maintaining unity slope. A similar
desensitization is also seen in the classical color discrim-
ination literature (Nagy, Eskew & Boynton, 1987). The
outward shift of the RG detection contour is caused by
adaptation at a color-opponent second-site. Adapting
fields that deviate in color away from a neutral yellow
may polarize or saturate the response of the opponent
site.
The second-site adaptation causes an equal outward
shift of the red contour (Fig. 1) and the green contour
(Stromeyer et al., 1985; Chaparro et al., 1995). This
demonstrates that the second-site effect does not de-
pend on the chromatic sign of the test flash (red vs.
green) or the degree to which the flash stimulates the L
or the M cones. This is a signature for a color-oppo-
nent adaptation process, occurring at a stage after the L
and M signals have been combined. Chromatic adapta-
tion with similar properties has been demonstrated in
retinal ganglion cells of macaque (Yeh, Lee & Kremers,
1996).
In the present study we measured the second-site
effect in the RG mechanism on yellow versus red
adapting fields of equated luminance, using sine-wave
test gratings from 0.8 to 6 c deg1. Full detection
contours were measured at each spatial frequency to
separate the RG and LUM detection mechanisms. The
second-site effect was strong for low spatial frequency
test patterns and was greatly diminished at 6 c deg1.
These results will help to specify the locus for the
second-site effect.
2. Methods
2.1. Apparatus and retinal alignment of red and green
gratings
Vertical sine-wave gratings filled a 3.5° dia field. The
gratings were superposed on a 4.2° dia monochromatic
background seen in Maxwellian view, rendering the
central 3.5° test area metameric to 1600 td and 567 nm
(greenish–yellow field) or 625 nm (red field). The grat-
ings, viewed directly (not in Maxwellian view), were
generated on red and green CRT monitors (Tektronix
608), which were filtered optically and combined with a
dichroic mirror (Stromeyer, Kronauer, Ryu, Chaparro
& Eskew, 1995). The two monitors were placed at equal
distance from the eye. The entire display was viewed
monocularly through a 3 mm artificial pupil and achro-
matizing lens (Powell, 1981) which corrects for the eye’s
longitudinal and transverse chromatic aberration. Ob-
servers were refracted with a spectacle lens mounted
against the achromatizing lens, and the head was stabi-
lized using a hard bite bar on a rigid xyz translator.
Small head movements can cause a phase shift be-
tween the red and green stripes owing to chromatic
parallax. The following procedures were used to align
the red and green gratings. At the start of a session we
displayed 1 c deg1, red and green square-wave grat-
ings in spatial antiphase. While on the bite bar the
observer made tiny adjustments of the spatial frequency
and phase of the red grating so that yellow or dark
regions were not visible at the edges of the alternating
red and green stripes. The following procedure was
then used for the higher spatial frequency gratings. Fine
red and green gratings (in spatial antiphase) were set to
relatively high contrast; the observer then made a tiny
horizontal adjustment of the bite bar to find the point
where the pattern was least visible. This assured that
the red and green gratings were in retinal antiphase, for
being just off this point increased the apparent lumi-
nance contrast as the gratings were brought partially
into phase.
The data for all observers show that chromatic sensi-
tivity falls rapidly with increasing spatial frequency,
whereas luminance sensitivity does not fall, suggesting
that RG and LUM were indeed isolated. The finest
equiluminant gratings (8 c deg1) at detection
threshold appeared as a small central patch of alternat-
ing red and green stripes. Additional methods will
demonstrate isolation of the RG mechanism.
2.2. Calibration and the cardinal directions for RG and
LUM
The spectral radiance of the red and green lights were
calibrated at the eyepiece at 1 nm intervals with a
radiometer and monochromator (2 nm HBW). These
spectral radiance distributions were weighted by the
Smith and Pokorny (1975) cone spectral sensitivities to
calculate cone contrast. The gratings are represented as
vectors in the L %,M % cone-contrast plane. Contrast is
specified by vector length in this plane, VL (L %2
M %2)1:2 (Eskew, McLellan & Giulianini, 1999). Contrast
sensitivity is specified by the reciprocal of the threshold
vector length.
Fig. 1 shows two important stimulus directions espe-
cially used for the control experiments. Stimuli in the
LUM cardinal direction (45–225°) are equichromatic
with the same color as the field; this direction is parallel
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to the RG contours and hence does not stimulate RG.
Similarly, stimuli in the RG cardinal direction are
equiluminant with the field; this direction is parallel to
the LUM contours and hence does not stimulate LUM.
These stimuli will be called luminance and red–green,
respectively. (The optimal vector directions for each
mechanism are different from these, being orthogonal to
the detection contour for that mechanism.)
2.3. Threshold measurements
Observers were color-normal according to the
Farnsworth–Munsell 100-Hue test or anomaloscope
matches.
The observer first adapted several minutes to the field
and thresholds were then measured with a 2AFC proce-
dure. Each trial contained two temporal intervals, sepa-
rated by 200 ms. The test pattern was presented in one
interval chosen randomly and the observer attempted
to identify the test interval. The contrast of the grating
was ramped on for 380 ms with a raised cosine tempo-
ral wave, held constant for 560 ms, then ramped off.
Tones signaled the stimulus intervals and provided
feedback. The absolute spatial phase of the pattern was
randomly set on each trial. A single test stimulus was
typically used for each run, which contained two ran-
domly interleaved staircases, estimating threshold at the
71% detection level (Wetherill, 1963). Test contrast was
changed in 0.1 log steps with 12-bit digital-to-analog
converters (used with a voltage attenuator for very low
test contrast). Each threshold estimate is based on the
geometric mean of the reversals from four or more
staircases.
3. Results
3.1. Detection contours from 0.8 to 6 c deg1
Full detection contours in the L %,M % plane were
measured for three observers with sine-wave gratings of
0.8–6 c deg1 on the yellow and red fields. Fig. 2
shows the results for three observers (depicted in differ-
ent columns), with the spatial frequency increasing in
proceeding down the rows.
The RG detection contours were fit with a slope of
unity, since the equal contribution of the L % and M %
signals to RG has been demonstrated using different
spatial test patterns (including tiny spots and medium
spatial frequencies) and different colored adapting fields
(see Section 4). The slope of unity was confirmed in the
present study using a luminance masking paradigm (see
below). The slope of the LUM contours, however, was
left free to vary. Previous work suggests that the slope
of the LUM contour is steep (approximately 3), as
measured with a 2°, 200 ms flash on either yellow
Fig. 1. Hypothetical detection contours for RG and LUM mecha-
nisms in L %,M % cone contrast plane. RG has equal and opposite L %
and M % cone contrast weights (slope of unity); LUM has L % and M %
weights of the same sign, with L dominant (steep negative slope).
Contours are defined by thresholds of stimulus vectors like the two
shown here representing gratings: in the LUM cardinal direction the
vector affects only LUM, while in RG the cardinal direction the
vector affects only RG. Along the LUM contours stimuli look bright
or dark ; along the RG contours stimuli look red or green.
(Chaparro et al., 1995) or red fields (Stromeyer, Lee &
Eskew, 1992), indicating that the LUM mechanism is
dominated by the L % signal. This steep slope was also
demonstrated with noise masking (Sankeralli & Mullen,
1997) and the detection of moving LUM gratings (Ge-
genfurtner & Hawken, 1995; Stromeyer, Chaparro, To-
lias & Kronauer, 1997). The present work confirms this
steep slope.
At 0.8 c deg1 (Fig. 2, top row) the detection
contours on the yellow field are highly elongated along
the 45–225° LUM axis, indicating that RG sensitivity
is higher than LUM sensitivity. On the red field, the
RG and LUM sensitivities are more comparable. For
all observers the sensitivity of RG is considerably
higher (3-fold) on the yellow field than on the red
field, demonstrating that there is a large second-site
effect at 0.8 c deg1. The flashes detected by LUM lie
on the 45–225° axis; sensitivity to these flashes is fairly
similar on the yellow and red fields (as shown latter in
Fig. 3, bottom). Shifting from the yellow to the red
adapting field produces a considerable decrease in the
M cone adapting level (3.4-fold) and slightly increases
the L cone level (1.36); however an RG slope of 1.0 fits
the RG data well on both fields, indicating good Webe-
rian cone adaptation, consistent with earlier results over
a larger adapting range (Chaparro et al., 1995).
At 2 c deg1 (Fig. 2, second row) two differences are
seen here relative to 0.8 c deg1. First, LUM sensitivity
has increased considerably at 2 c deg1—the data
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Fig. 2. Caption opposite.
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Fig. 3. Top panels: Contrast sensitivity of RG mechanism on yellow and red fields. Sensitivity is based on the 135° vector direction out to the
RG contours in Fig. 2. Bottom panels: Contrast sensitivity of LUM mechanism on yellow and red fields. Sensitivity is based on the 45° vector
direction out to the LUM contours in Fig. 2. Solid lines depict geometric means for yellow and red fields.
points on the 45–225° axis have moved much closer to
the origin (note the axes are magnified 2-fold at 2 vs.
0.8 c deg1 for clarity). This increase of LUM sensitiv-
ity is shown more clearly in Fig. 3 (bottom). Second,
sensitivity of RG has improved slightly at 2 versus 0.8
c deg1, especially on the red field (Fig. 3, top). The
RG contours fit the data over a considerable extent for
the yellow field and over a smaller extent for the red
field, owing to the reduced RG sensitivity.
At 4 c deg1 (Fig. 2, third row) the RG contours
have moved closer together for the yellow and red
fields, and less of the RG contours is revealed because
RG sensitivity is declining with increasing spatial fre-
quency while LUM sensitivity remains high (Fig. 3).
Finally at 6 c deg1 (Fig. 2, bottom row), the RG
contours have moved even closer together for the yel-
low and red fields, and even less of the RG contours is
revealed. LUM sensitivity remains high at 6 c deg1,
and the LUM contours are steep, showing a strong
dominance of the L % signal in LUM. This obscures the
extension of the RG contour in the vicinity of the L %
axis. Thus, we have fit the RG contours only to data
points near the M % axis, lying between the steep LUM
contours. (Control experiments will show that the RG
mechanism is isolated along the RG contour.) Observ-
ers reported that the 6 c deg1 gratings appeared
achromatic near the L % axis (hence likely detected by
LUM) and chromatic on the M % axis (hence detected by
RG). This informal observation will be confirmed with
discrimination measurements.
3.2. Contrast sensiti6ity for RG and LUM
From the detection contours we can derive spatial
frequency contrast sensitivity functions for RG and
LUM.
The most sensitive (optimal) vector direction for RG
is orthogonal to the RG contours, which have a slope
of unity. Contrast sensitivity for RG is thus specified by
the reciprocal of the vector length in the 135° direction,
Fig. 2. (Opposite) Detection contours for sine-wave gratings of 0.8 (top row) to 6 c deg1 (bottom row) on yellow () and red () fields for three
observers (different columns). (Note axes are scaled differently between rows.) Contours for RG are fit with unity slope; the slope of the LUM
contours is specified beside the contours. At 0.8 c deg1 sensitivity of RG is 3-times higher on the yellow than red field, and at higher spatial
frequencies, the RG detection contours come together on the yellow and red field. Average error (91 S.E.M. in % of threshold) at 0.8 c deg1
for AC, CFS, PDG, respectively: 19, 11, 20 (yellow field); 6, 13, 16 (red field); at 2 c deg1: 15, 7, 16 and 15, 16, 12; at 4 c deg1: 15, 11, 16
and 12, 8, 5; at 6 c deg1: 12, 10, 7 and 19, 8,14.
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from the origin out to the RG detection contours. (The
315° direction gives the same estimate since the con-
tours are fitted symmetrically.)
Fig. 3 (top) shows the RG contrast sensitivity. On the
yellow field, contrast sensitivity is low-pass, falling
rapidly with increasing spatial frequency, in agreement
with early studies (e.g. Mullen, 1985). The RG sensitiv-
ity is very different on the red field, for the sensitivity
falls little with spatial frequency and the functions are
band-pass, peaking at the middle spatial frequencies.
This is remarkable because it demonstrates that the
contrast sensitivity function for RG is not invariably
low-pass, as is generally assumed.
At low spatial frequency, RG sensitivity is much
higher on the yellow field than on the red field, but near
6 c deg1 sensitivity on the two fields is similar. This
demonstrates that the second-site effect is confined to
low spatial frequencies of the test grating.
Since we do not have good estimates of the slope of
the LUM contour at each spatial frequency, we esti-
mate LUM contrast sensitivity simply based on the
vector length in the 45° cardinal direction. (The optimal
direction will be orthogonal to the LUM contours, but
the choice of 45° will yield sensitivity that is approxi-
mately a fixed fraction of the true value, independent of
spatial frequency.) Sensitivity (Fig. 3, bottom) is similar
on the yellow and red fields. Variations in sensitivity
between the red and yellow fields may reflect noise since
the variations are not consistent between observers.
Sensitivity rises sharply from 0.8 to 2 c deg1 and then
rises slowly up to 6 c deg1. The fact that the LUM
sensitivity does not fall at 6 c deg1, whereas RG
sensitivity falls considerably, suggests that the RG and
LUM mechanisms have indeed been separated.
3.3. Isolating the RG mechanism with a LUM mask
For the above results we fitted the RG contours with
a line of unity slope. At higher spatial frequencies, only
a small extent of the RG contours was exposed owing
to the high LUM sensitivity. We now use a LUM
masking paradigm to reveal a larger extent of the RG
contours and thus better demonstrate that the slope is
unity at each spatial frequency. Regan, Reffin and
Mollon (1994) have recently emphasized the usefulness
of luminance noise in revealing the chromatic detection
mechanisms.
A weak LUM mask grating (a 45–225° vector) was
presented in both trial intervals, in spatial quadrature
phase (90°) with the test grating and with the same
temporal course. The mask contrast was different for
each of the two trial inter6als, randomly chosen from a
uniform contrast distribution of about 1.2–3.6-times
detection threshold. This contrast randomization (plus
the phase quadrature) prevented luminance modulation
from serving as an effective detection cue, since the cue
is swamped by the large changes in the mask contrast
(Gowdy, Stromeyer & Kronauer, 1999). This mask
strongly reduced sensitivity of a LUM test on the 45°
axis—at 0.8 c deg1 for example, the mask raised
threshold 3-fold.
Fig. 4 shows detection contours for RG measured in
the presence of the LUM mask on the yellow (top) and
red fields (bottom). The data are well fit with contours
of unity slope over the full spatial frequency range,
0.8–8 c deg1. Thus in the presence of the weak LUM
mask, the L % and M % signals contribute equally to
chromatic detection but with opposite sign.
An undesirable feature is that the LUM mask facili-
tates RG detection by different amounts on the yellow
versus red field. Facilitation is defined as the ratio of
RG sensitivity with the mask present versus with the
mask absent—so a ratio greater than 1.0 indicates
facilitation. Fig. 5 shows that the LUM mask clearly
facilitates detection of the RG test on the yellow field,
but facilitation is considerably weaker on the red field.
This agrees with earlier observations which show that
an RG spot is clearly facilitated by a coincident LUM
pedestal on a yellow field (Cole, Stromeyer & Kro-
nauer, 1990), but the facilitation is considerably weaker
on a red field (Chaparro et al., 1995). If the present
facilitation had been of equal magnitude at each spatial
frequency on the yellow and red fields, then the facili-
tated thresholds would yield contrast sensitivity func-
tions for the RG mechanism like those in Fig. 3
(obtained without the mask) except for a common
vertical scaling factor. The masking results, while not
revealing the underlying contrast sensitivity functions
for RG, do show that there is an RG mechanism with
equal L % and M % inputs at each spatial frequency.
3.4. Control measurements showing that higher spatial
frequency gratings are detected by distinct RG and
LUM mechanisms on the red field
The results with the weak LUM mask show that
there is an RG detection mechanism with equal L % and
M % inputs, responsive over the range 0.8–8 c deg1 on
the yellow and red fields. However, our spatial contrast
sensitivity functions for RG and LUM (Fig. 3) were
based on the simple detection thresholds on a uniform
field employing no mask. At 6 c deg1 rather little of
the RG detection contour was revealed owing to the
decline of RG sensitivity at this relatively high spatial
frequency and the considerable remaining LUM sensi-
tivity. The LUM masking results (Fig. 5) suggest that
the small extent of the RG contours seen on the
uniform fields at the higher spatial frequencies do in fact
reflect the presence of the RG mechanism since the
LUM mask induces no masking for RG.
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Fig. 4. RG detection contours measured at 0.8–8 c deg1 on yellow and red fields, in presence of LUM mask. Data are well fit by RG contours
of unity slope: 0.8 (), 2(), 4 (), 6 () and 8 c deg1 (2). The scale of the axes varies between panels for clarity.
We have used several additional methods to show
that the test gratings in the RG and LUM cardinal
directions are in fact detected by the RG and LUM
mechanisms, respectively, especially in light of the im-
portant argument that detection thresholds alone of-
ten do not clearly reveal distinct detection
mechanisms (Poirson, Wandell, Varner & Brainard,
1990; Knoblauch & Maloney, 1996). Measurements
were made on the red field where we are particularly
concerned with showing that the RG mechanism has
been isolated. For the present measurements the pat-
terns were of 4 c deg1 so we still have a consider-
able range of contrast for these control
manipulations. Gratings lay in the LUM cardinal di-
rection (45–225°) or the RG equiluminant cardinal
direction (100–280°, observer CFS; 107–287°, ob-
server PDG), the latter being roughly estimated from
the initial detection contours. These stimuli will be
called luminance and red–green.
Three types of measurements with the luminance
and red–green gratings demonstrate distinct RG and
LUM mechanisms at 4 c deg1 on the red field: (1)
detection versus discrimination for static patterns; (2)
lack of summation between RG and LUM using a
pedestal paradigm; and (3) thresholds for detecting
versus identifying the direction of drifting gratings.
3.4.1. (1) Detection 6ersus discrimination of static
patterns
If two patterns are detected by separate mecha-
nisms then the two patterns might be discriminated
from each other with the same sensitivity as that with
which they are detected (Watson & Robson, 1981).
Wandell, Sanchez and Quinn (1982) for example
showed that on a bright red field, monochromatic red
and green flashes of 300 ms duration could be dis-
criminated as well as they were detected. Chaparro et
al. (1995) obtained similar results for red and green
chromatic flashes on a bright red field.
We randomly intermixed the luminance and red–
green gratings within a single run, with two staircases
devoted to each of the two patterns. A single pattern
was presented on each trial. Detection and discrimi-
nation thresholds were measured separately in closely
alternating runs.
The ratio of discrimination versus detection sensi-
ti6ity (averaged for the two test patterns) was 1.03 for
observer CFS and 0.87 for observer PDG. This indi-
cates that the two patterns are largely detected by
separate mechanisms. Observers remarked that the lu-
minance pattern appeared as dark stripes and the
red–green pattern appeared as reddish and greenish
stripes.
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Fig. 5. Facilitation of RG gratings by the LUM mask on the yellow and red fields (Fig. 4). Facilitation is the ratio of sensitivity in the presence
of the mask versus in the absence of mask.
The slightly lower discrimination performance for
observer PDG might have several causes. First, we are
measuring sensitivity at a rigorous level corresponding
to d %1.0; at a slightly higher contrast, discrimination
might increase relative to detection. Second, the red
field might add a slight field additive redness to the test,
possibly causing the dark luminance bars to appear
weakly reddish and thus be more confused with the
red–green grating. Third, detection of these relatively
fine patterns may be partially mediated by orientation
information (the patterns typically appeared as vertical
stripes at threshold) which might be used more effi-
ciently than simple color information.
3.4.2. (2) Lack of summation between the RG and
LUM mechanisms
Mullen et al. (1997) demonstrated a lack of threshold
summation between equiluminant red–green and lumi-
nance patterns measured up to 4 c deg1 on a yellow
field. If summation occurs separately within the RG
and LUM mechanisms, then a weak pedestal which
stimulates only one of these mechanisms might be used
to reveal the detection contour of that mechanism. For
example, Chaparro et al. (1995) were better able to
reveal the LUM contour for a test spot on the red field
using a subthreshold LUM pedestal.
In separate runs, the luminance pedestal grating was
set at 1.5-times detection threshold for measuring the
LUM contour, and the red–green pedestal was set at
2.0-times detection threshold for measuring the RG
contour. The pedestal was presented in both trial inter-
vals, and the test pattern was added spatially in phase
with the pedestal in one interval and in antiphase in the
other interval. In this phase discrimination task the
observer attempts to identify the in phase interval
(Stromeyer et al., 1995).
This experiment, although intuitively simple, proved
difficult for several reasons. Initially we tried setting the
pedestal just slightly suprathreshold, but over the long
period required for the measurements sensitivity varied,
with the pedestal often falling below threshold. For the
final measurements shown here, we set the pedestal
more suprathreshold so that it would lie in the flattish
region of the dipper function for contrast discrimina-
tion. However this gave noisy threshold estimates (re-
quiring many runs), because the psychometric function
is typically rather flat for such suprathreshold contrast
discrimination.
Fig. 6 shows thresholds for a range of test vectors
measured with the luminance () and red–green
pedestal (). The detection contours fitted to these data
resemble the LUM and RG detection contours origi-
nally measured without the pedestal, but the present
results isolate the two mechanisms over a larger range
of vector orientations, confirming that the RG contour
has a slope near unity.
3.4.3. (3) Detection 6ersus identifying the direction of
drifting gratings
Metha and Mullen (1998) showed that on a white
field the direction of drift (e.g. up vs. down) of lumi-
nance gratings of 1.5 c deg1 and 1–16 Hz can be
identified at detection threshold, whereas similar red–
green equiluminant gratings must be about twice detec-
tion threshold for direction identification. We measured
similar detection and direction thresholds.
Detection thresholds were measured for the lumi-
nance and red–green gratings drifting left versus right.
The two types of patterns were used in separate runs,
with thresholds simultaneously measured for drift rates
of 2 and 4 Hz. For the luminance pattern the ratio of
detection sensitivity at 4 versus 2 Hz was 1.02 for
observer CFS and 1.17 for PDG, as would be expected
for the LUM mechanism (Watson & Turano, 1995).
However, for the red–green pattern, detection sensitiv-
ity dropped considerably at 4 Hz. The ratio of sensitiv-
ity at 4 versus 2 Hz was 0.61 for observer CFS and 0.71
for PDG, consistent with the low-pass temporal fre-
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Fig. 6. Detection contours of RG and LUM mechanisms measured on red field at 4 c deg1 in the spatial phase discrimination paradigm. RG
contour () was assessed with an equiluminant red–green pedestal of 2.0-times detection threshold; LUM contour () was assessed with a
luminance pedestal of 1.5-times detection threshold. Data points show test thresholds per se. Error bars are 91 S.E.M.
quency sensitivity for the RG mechanism (Regan &
Tyler, 1971).
Direction identification thresholds were measured for
the 2 Hz drifting patterns in separate runs (which were
intermixed with the detection runs). For the luminance
pattern, the direction could be identified at detection
threshold—the ratio of identification versus detection
sensitivity was 1.03 for observer CFS and 0.96 for
PDG. However, for correct direction identification of
the red–green pattern the contrast had to be consider-
ably above detection threshold—the ratio of identifica-
tion versus detection sensitivity was 0.63 for observer
CFS and 0.52 for PDG. Observers remarked that the
RG pattern also appeared to move much slower than
the LUM pattern.
These results show that the drifting 2 and 4 Hz
red–green gratings are detected by a chromatic mecha-
nism and not by the luminance mechanism. The static
red–green pattern used to measure the original detec-
tion contours is even more likely to favor detection by
the chromatic mechanism, since RG is expected to have
low-pass temporal sensitivity.
In summary, these three control measurements show
that on the red field the higher spatial frequency, 4 c
deg1 luminance and red–green patterns are detected
by LUM and RG, respectively, and this would likely be
true for the 6 c deg1 gratings as well.
4. Discussion
4.1. Colored adapting fields and the detection of
different spatial frequencies: pre6ious findings
Earlier studies showed that low temporal frequency
red flicker on a red field (Sternheim, Stromeyer &
Khoo, 1979) or low spatial frequency red gratings on a
red field (Stromeyer & Sternheim, 1981) actually be-
came more visible when green light was added to the
adapting field. However, for test stimuli of high tempo-
ral or spatial frequency the red and green fields acted
approximately additively in elevating threshold. Simi-
larly, Wandell and Pugh (1980b) observed that red and
green adapting fields were subadditive in elevating the
threshold of a 1° red flash of long duration, 200 ms, but
the fields were additive when the flash was brief, 10 ms
(Wandell & Pugh, 1980a).
These results do not necessarily reveal the action of
the second-site effect when the test is of low temporal
or spatial frequency. Red test patterns on the red field
are represented by a vector of 45° in the L %,M % plane,
so the patterns are likely detected by the LUM mecha-
nism. As uniform green light is added to the adapting
field, M cone contrast decreases faster than L cone
contrast, causing the test vector (for the red increment)
to rotate toward the L % axis. If the detection contour is
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elongated in the LUM direction (as will be the case for
patterns of low spatial and temporal frequency), then
detection may shift from the LUM mechanism to the
more sensiti6e RG mechanism (Stromeyer & Sternheim,
1981). There may simply be a shift between detection
mechanisms as uniform green light is added to the field.
Thus these studies do not establish that there is an
adaptable second-site within RG.
Stromeyer and Sternheim (1981) observed that the red
and green fields were approximately additive in con-
trolling sensitivity of relatively fine (4 and 12 c deg1)
gratings of monochromatic red light. This result may also
not bear on the issue of whether there is a second-site
effect in RG at higher spatial frequency because the
gratings may have been detected by just the LUM
mechanism for all the red and green field mixtures. The
red gratings on the various fields correspond to test
vectors of 5 to 45° in the L %,M % plane (Stromeyer &
Sternheim, 1981); the present detection contours suggest
that fine gratings of these angles are largely detected by
the LUM mechanism on both the red field and the yellow
(red-plus-green) field. To clearly reveal a second-site
effect in RG it is necessary to isolate RG and LUM by
measuring complete detection contours.
4.2. Present results on the second-site effect
The present experiments have attempted to isolate RG
and LUM in this manner. The second-site effect in RG
was large at low spatial frequency and was greatly
diminished at 6 c deg1.
Although RG sensitivity was strongly suppressed by
the second-site effect at low spatial frequencies on the red
field, LUM sensitivity (in the 45° vector direction) was
fairly similar on the yellow and red fields for spatial
frequencies of 0.8–6 c deg1 (Fig. 3, bottom). However,
for detecting flicker and motion, the color of the adapting
field can strongly affect the relative L % and M % weights
in the LUM mechanism, and these relative weights may
also change strongly with both temporal and spatial
frequency, reflecting an adaptive modification in the
receptive field properties of the retinal MC cells
(Stromeyer et al., 1997).
4.3. Balanced L % and M % inputs to RG and slope of
unity
Control measurements showed that the RG mecha-
nism was isolated at higher spatial frequencies on the red
field, so that the observed reduction in the second-site
effect in RG at higher spatial frequencies cannot simply
be ascribed to a shift in detection from the RG to the
LUM mechanism. Only a small portion of the RG
detection contour was apparent at 6 c deg1 for two
reasons: first, LUM sensitivity was slightly higher than
RG sensitivity at 6 c deg1, thus obscuring part of the
RG contour, and second, the LUM mechanism is dom-
inated by the L % signal which further obscures the RG
contour in the vicinity of the L %-axis.
We nevertheless continued to fit the limited extent of
the RG data with a slope of unity for the following
reasons. First, measurements with foveal 1 and 2° test
spots indicate that the RG contour has a slope of unity
on adapting fields ranging from green to deep-red
(Stromeyer et al., 1985; Chaparro et al., 1995). Second,
Cole, Hine and McIlhagga (1994) obtained a slope of
1.0 for RG using a 6 c deg1, foveal circular Gabor
pattern on a white field—a target for which RG was at
least twice as sensitive as LUM. Third, with our weak
LUM mask LUM sensitivity was sufficiently decreased
so that chromatic data could be well fit by a slope of unity
from 0.8 to 8 c deg1 on the yellow and red fields.
Fourth, our three control measurements with the 4 c
deg1 gratings on the red field demonstrated that grat-
ings in the LUM and RG cardinal directions stimulated
LUM and RG, respectively.
The slope of the RG contour has also been shown to
be unity for foveal spots as small as 2.3 min arc on a
yellow field (Chaparro, Stromeyer, Kronauer & Eskew,
1994), and detection of these small RG spots was not
masked by a relatively intense, coincident LUM pedestal
having a vector angle of 45°. The lack of masking is
consistent with the view that RG has balanced opponent
L % and M % inputs.
Physiological studies show that the red–green PC cells
in the retina (Lee, Martin & Valberg, 1989) and LGN
(Derrington, Krauskopf & Lennie, 1984) have approxi-
mately balanced, opponent L % and M % weights for low
spatial frequency stimuli. For higher spatial frequency
red–green gratings (]4 c deg1), the receptive field
center response dominates the surround causing an
imbalance of the L % and M % weights (Derrington et al.,
1984). The psychophysical threshold for RG shows much
higher sensitivity than that of individual PC cells, so the
threshold may depend on a central mechanism which
gains sensitivity by summing many PC inputs (Chaparro,
Stromeyer, Huang, Kronauer & Eskew, 1993). The RG
detection mechanism could have balanced L % and M %
inputs for foveal spots as small as 2.3 min arc even
though the individual PC cell inputs are not fully
balanced. For example, the higher mechanism might
receive inputs from both L center and M center PC
cells. Also, a small spot of 2.3 min in central fovea likely
does not isolate the center response of a midget red–
green PC cell with its single cone input, since the spot is
expected to stimulate a random array (Gowdy & Ci-
cerone, 1998) of about 12 L cones and 6 M cones
(Cicerone & Nerger, 1989). The slope of unity for the RG
detection mechanism for spots as small as 2.3 min
suggests that RG has a fixed spectral tuning, in contrast
to the hypothesis of a variable-tuned detection mecha-
nism proposed by Finkelstein and Hood (1984)—as
discussed in Chaparro et al. (1994).
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In summary, RG appears to have a detection contour
of unity slope, showing balanced L % and M % inputs over
a considerable range of spot sizes and spatial frequen-
cies on both the yellow and red adapting fields.
4.4. Possible mechanisms for spatial-frequency
dependence of the second-site effect
Chaparro et al. (1995) summarized possible mecha-
nisms for the second-site effect. The effect may origi-
nate in the cone response to the steady red field. The
photoreceptors become increasingly hyperpolarized as
the illumination of a steady field is raised (Kleinschmidt
& Dowling, 1975; Normann & Perlman, 1979). Thus
the red field may hyperpolarize the L cones more than
the M cones, which is not incompatible with first-site,
Weberian adaptation occurring independently in the L
and M cones—the adaptation may reflect a gain
change (Chaparro et al., 1995). Thus, the cones may
adapt in a Weberian manner, yet a residual DC signal
may remain indicating the level to which the cones are
hyperpolarized by the steady field.
The signal reflecting the differential hyperpolariza-
tion of the L and M cones must then penetrate deeper
into the visual system to create the second-site effect.
For example, a steady signal could drive the bipolar
cells into saturation, as shown by the strong threshold
elevation (Hayhoe, 1979) observed for a test spot cen-
tered on the afterimage of a small bleaching field; the
threshold elevation persists after the afterimage fades
from view. The second-site effect may occur partially at
the level of the retinal ganglion cells, since Yeh et al.
(1996) showed that changes in field color produced
strong, long-lasting changes in the cell response.
If such early sites exist then there might be little
interocular transfer of the second-site effect. Mollon
and Polden (1977) found that a second-site effect in the
S cone pathway (transient tritanopia) could not be
elicited interocularly. Stromeyer et al. (1997) similarly
observed that the large chromatic adaptation effects in
the magnocellular-based LUM pathway could not be
elicited dichoptically. Earlier, Stromeyer and Sternheim
(1981) showed that the increase in sensitivity for a red
flash on a red field induced by adding uniform green
light to the field was absent when the red stimuli were
presented to one eye and the green to the other eye, but
it must be noted that the red flash is likely detected by
LUM in the dichoptic condition. To reveal a possible
interocular second-site effect for RG, further measure-
ments are needed with RG properly isolated.
Although the second-site effect may arise at an early
site like the bipolar or ganglion cells, the cortex may
also play a role. Adaptation to steady fields may pro-
duce a signal that penetrates yet deeper into the visual
system, perhaps to the cortex. For example, De Valois
and Walraven (1967) observed that an afterimage of a
bright red field in one eye strongly changed the hue of
a green field in the other eye, even after the afterimage
completely faded.
To explain why the second-site effect is strong only at
low spatial frequencies, we may consider the idea of a
range of spatial frequency channels in the RG pathway.
Bradley et al. (1988) have shown that there is little cross
spatial adaptation between RG and LUM, and within
RG the spatial adaptation is selective for spatial fre-
quency and orientation (with tuning somewhat broader
than in LUM). Thus there may exist a range of spatial
channels in the RG pathway. This is further supported
by measurements showing good discrimination of dif-
ferent spatial frequencies or orientations of RG grat-
ings at detection threshold (Webster, De Valois &
Switkes, 1990). The orientation selectivity indicates that
these channels are cortical to some extent, and a corti-
cal locus is also supported by the fact that spatial
adaptation in RG transfers interocularly to some de-
gree (Chan, De Valois & Switkes, 1986).
The most sensitive RG channel may very well be a
low spatial frequency channel comprising big blob de-
tectors (Gowdy et al., 1999). This would account for
the high sensitivity with large test spots or low spatial
frequency gratings on the yellow field. However these
blob detectors might be quite sensitive to the spatial
DC chromatic component of the red field, explaining
the strongly reduced sensitivity on the red field for tests
consisting of large spots or low-frequency grating. The
6 c deg1 RG patterns however might be detected by a
different, higher spatial frequency channel, which by
being band-pass would be less responsive to the low
spatial frequency DC component of the red adapting
field. Yang, Qi and Makous (1995) have proposed a
similar model in the luminance domain, with the lowest
spatial frequency channels being susceptible to masking
by the DC component of the luminance field.
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